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Frank Mylar for Utah Attorney General 

Mitch Vilos, Esq. Endorsement of Frank Mylar 

 

Friends! Urgent Info regarding our Next Attorney General Race: 

I want to encourage all of you who care deeply about our Constitutional rights to 

support financially, by volunteering, and as a state delegate Frank Mylar for Utah 

State Attorney General. Frank has practiced in the area of Constitutional law for 

well over 30 years in Utah. He is the only candidate who has criminal law and law 

enforcement experience. He is the only candidate who has had several jury trials 

and argued many times before the Utah Supreme Court and Tenth Circuit Court of 

Appeals. He is the only candidate to brief cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and 

D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

All candidates will claim they are supportive of constitutional rights, but only 

Frank has been in the trenches defending our rights, many times, without charging 

his clients. 

Frank is the only candidate who has the following lawyer experiences: 

1.    Frank Successfully vindicated the rights of a concealed weapons permit holder 

when he and his wife were denied a foster care license by the state of Utah. Frank 

enabled them to get their license and the state had to pay his attorney fees for 

vindicating their constitutional rights. 

2.   Frank has vindicated parental rights on numerous occasions. In three cases, the 

state paid substantial monetary awards to his clients, including his attorney fees for 

vindicating the rights of parents. 

3.   Frank successfully defended the free speech rights of sidewalk counselors in 

front of an abortion clinic when they were wrongfully prosecuted by Salt Lake 

City. He took the case to trial and won, vindicating their rights, without charging 

his clients a dime. 

4.   Frank is the only candidate to successfully defend religious freedom and 

religious expression rights on numerous occasions.  
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5.   Frank successfully obtained religious exemptions from the Covid vaccine for 

health care company employees in the face of Biden’s mandate.  

6.   Frank has drafted and filed numerous amicus (friend of the court) briefs on 

many constitutional issues without charging his clients. 

This list could go on and on, but none of the other candidates has even done one of 

the above. They say they care about the Constitution, but not one of them has ever 

actually defended a person’s constitutional rights. 

Frank worked in the AG’s office for 12 years. He knows the office. He is the only 

candidate who has managed other attorneys inside and outside the AG’s office. 

Frank is not supported by lobbyists or large corporations, so he needs your support 

as delegates, volunteers, and financial contributions.  

Please go to FrankMylar4AG.com and become part of the solution! 

 

 

James D. “Mitch” Vilos 

Gun Rights Attorney 
 


